
Top Greener, Inc. Releases New Line of Smart Home Devices

Top Greener, Inc., a leading online retailer of home automation and lighting solutions, unveiled two new lines of smart home 
devices.   The first line features plug-in style outlets with Wi-Fi capability and energy monitoring, and a heavy-duty 15 amp 
option.  An all-new in-wall line includes dimmers, energy monitoring outlets, and on/off switches for lighting and appliances, 
also with Wi-Fi capabilities.

Since its initial introduction into the consumer electronics industry, smart devices have grown rapidly in popularity as security
and convenience solutions, and energy consumption monitors and controllers.  “Historically these devices have been known 
as expensive luxuries that are complicated for average users,” notes CEO James Zheng.  “In addition, many manufacturers 
have compromised on quality to keep up with competition.   As the market continues to grow, Top Greener, Inc. focuses on 
solutions that all end-users can afford, and high quality, easy to install products for both tech savvy and beginner Wi-Fi users.”
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TOPGREENER smart devices allow remote control of lighting and appliances.  Users can group multiple devices, customize 
and save scenes, set timers, and monitor energy use from a smart device using its mobile app.  They can also randomize 
schedules or create customized security settings to heighten security while away from home. These devices all feature 
compatibility with smart home assistants such as Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant for flexible integration and extended 
application with non-TOPGREENER controlled devices. 
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Smart switches and outlets are not new.  Many devices have been available for several years.  But Top Greener, Inc.’s 
vision is to offer unique features with broad applications and make these devices available to more households.  “The future 
of Wi-Fi will excel as technology continues to grow faster, smaller, and smarter,” Zheng remarked.  “Top Greener, Inc. will 
continue to lead the way by evolving with the technology and by connecting more people with the Internet of Things so that 
people can better control their lives without even the touch of a button.”

All TOPGREENER Wi-Fi devices can be used without a hub.  Control and management are done from the TOPGREENER 
mobile application.  The unique energy monitoring feature puts energy management at users’ fingertips, cutting down on 
electricity costs and energy waste by allowing users to control their devices based on energy usage.  
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ABOUT

Top Greener, Inc. is a high-tech company specializing in home automation 
solutions.  Our recent launch of new Wi-Fi devices keeps in line with our goal to 
meet the growing everyday needs of our technology-driven world.  We push the 
boundaries of innovation to be trend setters of unique, customizable, smart products 
with a wide range of applications.  We aim to deliver high quality products that are 
safe, convenient and efficient.  Our growing catalog consists of green, smart 
solutions that are professional grade while being DIY-friendly for both residential 
and commercial use.  

For more information about Top Greener, Inc. 
and to explore their growing home automation 
solutions catalog, visit www.topgreener.com.  
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